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  THE PROJECT  

This report outlines the development of a final concept for approval of 
the proposed district level skate facility component within the Whittlesea 
Public Gardens redevelopment. The proposed skate facility will be 
complimentary to the broader passive and active recreation program and 
landscape works. Furthermore, it will cater to the needs of the Whittlesea 
youth and will be aligned to the City of Whittlesea’s Cycle and Skate 
Strategy.

The Whittlesea Public Gardens is a 12.4ha regional park and is located in 
Lalor, approximately 18km north of Melbourne and adjacent to the 650ha 
Merri Creek Marran Baba Parklands.  The proposed skate facility will 
form a portion of an ‘Urban Park’ play room which acts as a gateway to 
further play opportunities and other passive and active program occurring 
within the redevelopment project.  

Embodying principles of social sustainability, the skate facility will offer 
opportunities for active recreation participants of a mixed demographic  
within the local and wider community, forming a strategic public realm 
hub for Lalor and the broader area and becoming a destination space for 
the region.

INTRODUCTION01

Proposed skatepark location as per 0795MEL_Concept Report Document.
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  UNDERSTANDING SKATE CONTEXT  

The skate and action wheel sport scene is deep rooted across Melbourne. 
While many skate facilities have a number of similar features, due to their 
diversity of use it is important to undertake a study of parks within a 
close proximity of the proposed facility. This helps develop the typology of 
the proposed facility while identifying possible gaps in provision within the 
local skateparks.

The study has identified that existing surrounding parks are of transition 
style with a absence of street and plaza style facilities. The Lalor Urban 
Park will therefore fill this gap and become complimentary to the existing 
surrounding skatepark network, creating a unique new facility. 

EXISTING SKATE 
PROVISION

MERNDA SKATEPARK

PROPOSED LALOR 
SKATE SPACE

RESERVOIR SKATEPARK

BUNDOORA MINI RAMP

EPPING SKATEPARK

WHITTLESEA SKATEPARK

GLENROY SKATEPARK

FAWKNER SKATEPARK

COBURG SKATEPARK

CITY OF WHITTLESEA

02
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Continued...

1. 2.

4.3.

  SKATE FACILITIES WITHIN WHITTLESEA  
  COUNCIL DISTRICT  

There are a number of skate facilities within a 30km radius of the 
proposed Lalor Urban Park. These include:

1. Bundorra Mini Ramp - (8.1km > 14 Minute drive)
Prefabricated Steel mini ramp about 4 foot high.

2. Epping Skatepark - (9.7km > 19 Minute drive)  
There is a large street section that includes typical skate park street 
features and tailors to all skill levels.

3. Mernda Skatepark - (19.37km > 34 Minute drive) 
Mernda Skatepark can be found right next to the Mernda Train 
Station. Mernda skatepark features 4 ft bowl along with ledges, 
banks, slappy curb, quarters and more. The skatepark caters for 
most skaters, scooters and BMXer’s with a variety of transitions as 
well as a very comprehensive range of street objects.

4. Whittlesea Skatepark - (30.3km > 39 Minute drive)
Commonly referred to as Whittlesea Mini Ramp. The ramp has 
more to offer than most with multiple extensions, roll-ins and 
even a snake run at the end. A number of different transitions 
along with a couple of extensions with 1ft of vert. There is a set 
of stairs on the walkway to the skatepark and ledges 
for the street skaters. Convic is aware that this skatepark will be 
refurbished and extended in the near future.
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5. 6.

8.7.

  NEARBY DISTRICT SKATE FACILITIES  

There are a number of skate facilities within a 15km radius of the 
proposed Lalor Urban Park. These include: 

5. Reservoir Skatepark - (7.6km > 14 Minute drive) 
Reservoir is a street oriented skate plaza which incorporates a 
number of unique recycled objects that you may find on a typical 
Melbourne street. The design has attracted attention and is a 
popular street skatepark.

6. Fawkner Skatepark - (9.5km > 15 Minute drive)
Fawkner is a street orientated skate plaza offering blocks, ledges 
and rails amongst many other street features. 

7. Glenroy Skatepark - (11.8KM > 18 Minute drive) 
Glenroy Skatepark is a new skatepark which opened in early 2018. 
The concrete skatepark has a signature peanut shaped bowl with 
pool coping. The rest of the skatepark is very open with banks, 
ledges, rails, boxes and quarters. 

8.  Coburg Skatepark - (13.2km > 22 Minute drive) 
Large kidney bowl which is 8 foot in the deep and 5 in the shallow. 
The facility also has a plaza type street course, with a number of 
ledges and stairs.
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DISTRICT 
FACILITY03

  WHAT IS A DISTRICT FACILITY?  

A district level facility will reach a catchment of multiple suburbs within 
the municipality. There may be more than one district level facility within 
a municipality. It will form part of the network of complimentary facilities 
which provide a unique user experience and increase the diversity of 
choice across the municipality. Such an approach will assist in minimising 
overcrowding, as users will travel between specific facilities for a different 
skate experience. 

A district level facility will cater for a high capacity of users, with multiple 
zones within the skate area conducive to safe riding at times of high 
usage such as weekends and school holidays. It will allow for skill 
progression from a beginner to advanced level, with challenging obstacles 
that maintain interest. This type of facility can cater for all user styles. For 
example street and plaza as well as bowls and transition. It can also have 
one primary user style such as the St Kilda Skate Park which is a flowing 
transition orientated space. 

A district facility can have the capacity to host small events, competitions 
or demonstrations, and should consider providing seating options 
and viewing areas for a family friendly space. Power and lighting are 
preferable, but not necessary for the facility to function properly. Other 
elements which can also be included are complimentary youth activation 
and recreational opportunities, shade and supporting amenities and art 
projects such as installations. The facility should consider its context and 
have the necessary landscape design to integrate and compliment its 
surroundings. Toilets nearby or at the site is preferable. 

AT A GLANCE...
• 600 – 900m2
• Strategically located to service a number 

of communities and provide diversity 
across the City of Whittlesea.

• Located next to complimentary 
recreation.

• Potential for an iconic design and theme.
• More complex unique obstacles.
• Catering for skill development from 

beginner to advanced level.
• Capable of holding medium sized 

competitions + event opportunities.
• Amenity, spectator areas + landscape 

provision.
• Family friendly + further activation / 

recreation provision – learn to ride, 
climbing, games, kick about, basketball.

APPROXIMATE COST: $550K - $850K

The Sunvale Skatepark sits within 
the broader community park which 
offers numerous active recreation 
opportunities such as playground, 
water play and ball games area. The 
skatepark has a range of obstacles 
including ramps, rails and ledges. 
Catering for skill development from 
beginner to advanced level.

The Glenroy Skatepark is a new 
large skate space that caters all 
user styles with banks, ledges, rails, 
boxes, quarters and a small bowl. 
Adjacent to the skatepark pump 
track which is complimentary to the 
skatepark. The skatepark integrates 
amenities, art and landscaping.
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1. 2.

4.3.

  DISTRICT FACILITY BENCHMARKING  

To benchmark the proposed design for the Lalor Urban Park, we have 
provided an analysis of other district  level facilities to understand the 
different program requirements and sizes of these facilities. Generally 
these skateparks offer more that just skate program and are iconic 
spaces that become a destination for the region. These facilities include:

1. South Eveleigh Skatepark - 750sqm skate
Tucked in a tight space between buildings, the South Eveleigh
Youth Space aspired to truly reflect an urban skate plaza feel in
the inner suburbs of Sydney. The material palette includes custom
brick transitions, industrial steel elements, granite ledges and
pavers.

2. Aura Youth Plaza - 1,200sqm skate 
Located south of Coloundra on the Sunshine Coast the AURA Youth
Plaza has been developed as a unique, iconic and site responsive
multi- purpose, multi- generational plaza which compliments the existing
facilities of the AURA development recreational and public space.

3. Sunshine Plaza Skatepark - 650sqm skate  
Sunshine Plaza Skatepark sits within the broader community park and 
is a popular street style plaza amongst locals and the broader skate 
community. The plaza contains numerous unique features arranged 
around a flowy loop shape. With a central island of grass, users are 
provided a space which can be utilised as a spectator zone. Furthermore, 
the grass island aims to bring nature in and break away from traditional 
skatepark design.  

4. Sydenham Green Skatepark - 860sqm skate  (without bowl)
Located within Sydney’s inner West the skatepark lies directly under 
the flight path as planes make their descent into Sydney airport. 
The skatepark is for kids (and adults) of all ages and is inclusive and 
accessible for anyone. There are ramps to all platforms, which were 
developed with Wheel Chair Motor-cross sports, and they have a range 
of skate types. These include a transition ramp, street skate and a bowl 
ramp.

BENCHMARKING04
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  RECOMMENDATION  

The evolving definition of skateparks today no longer restricts facilities 
to develop as an out of sight concrete park with little community 
interaction.  Rather, a facility that allows easy site access, encouraging 
participation from the general community is essential in creating a well 
used and maintained facility.  Community acceptance and the increase of 
users, both skate and recreational, increases the opportunity for passive 
and natural surveillance, minimises anti-social behaviour and lifts the 
presence of the youth within the broader community. 

The spatial analysis options have been workshopped with McGregor 
Coxall to ensure the over arching theme and requirements are meet. 
The workshop highlighted both 01 - Central Activation and 04 - Linear 
as preferred spatial arrangement options. These options have been 
highlighted as favourable due to close proximity to the proposed carpark, 
ability to hold events, reinforces theme and clear natural surveillance 
provided. 

The preferred options will be developed into sketch designs which will 
be reviewed by the City of Whittlesea. The sketch designs will then be 
developed into a draft concept for approval by the City of Whittlesea. 

As well as creating a truly relevant design, this review will ensure the 
final concept design reflects community needs, user requirements and 
the overall project vision. This involvement connects the community with 
the project design process and ultimately creates a vested interest in the 
final outcome. This engenders community pride and ownership in both 
the process and the public facility, creating a strong sense of stewardship 
of the community’s public realm.

10
M

98M

35M

27M

32M

10
M

  01. CENTRAL ACTIVATION    02. ISLAND

  03. TRIANGLE   04. LINEAR

  05. ZIG ZAG

SPATIAL 
ANALYSIS05

* Preferred option

* Preferred option



MULTI PURPOSE COURT

OPEN LAWN AREA

MULTI PURPOSE COURT

OPEN LAWN AREA
CAR PARK

CAR PARK
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DRAFT CONCEPT06

  SKETCH CONCEPTS  

The draft concept sketches have been workshopped with the City of 
Whittlesea and McGregor Coxall to ensure the over arching theme and 
community requirements are met.  The workshop highlighted Draft 
Concept - Sketch 01 as favourable due to the design reinforcing the urban 
play concept and providing clear natural surveillance within and through 
the Urban Park. 

DRAFT CONCEPT - SKETCH 02

  DRAFT CONCEPT - SKETCH 01 * Preferred option

The following desirable design principles are outline below for 
Draft Concept Sketch 01

 
• Long linear skate park.
• Creates inviting active southern entry point.
• Clear view lines through site.
• Integration of active play opportunities 
• Level change to western side provides a buffer to multi-purpose 

courts.
• Landscaping to perimeter of skate park allows for passive 

recreational opportunities and natural shade.
• Use of urban materials to further emphasise the plaza / street 

skate typology.
• Raised garden beds allow for seating and skating opportunities.
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CONCEPTUAL 
IDEATION07

Urban Play: Where the weaving of 
culture, materials, textures, patterns 
and architectural styles overlap.



MATERIAL PALETTE
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  CULTURE AS INSPIRATION  

The City of Whittlesea is home to many migrants, in particular the 
municipality contains a strong European community. This is referenced 
within the skate facility through materiality and key design features. This 
includes the use of terrazzo slabs, terraced seating and stairs commonly 
found within European piazzas.  These public spaces often play influential 
roles in the daily life of European communities and this will be replicated 
through the introduction of multi-purpose skate features.    

Bluestone paving and industrial steel materials have been incorporated 
into the design theming paying reference to many iconic Melbournian 
public spaces as well the sites contextual setting. 

The selected materials will further enhance the community’s sense of 
ownership, leading toward greater appreciation and care of the space. 
Furthermore, the materials aim to create a truly unique and iconic facility 
which responds to the immediate and broader character of the area 
and will provide a unique facility that will attract users from the greater 
Melbourne region.  The below materials will not only require minimal 
maintenance but also further enhance active user experience.

CORTEN STEEL BLUESTONE 
PAVING

CCS PORTLAND 
GREY

TERRAZZO



01. LANDSCAPE AS A FRAME

Trees and vegetation are situated to the perimeter off the facility 
as a means to provide a vegetated buffer from pedestrian axis and 
additional recreational zones. Furthermore proposed trees provide 
informal shaded seating opportunities for active users.

02. LEVELS

A strategic level change to the eastern side of site mitigates conflict 
between ball sport and skatepark users. Raised skate obstacles are 
located to the northern and southern portion of the facility to allow 
active users clear view lines throughout the facility. Furthermore, 
a central raised section takes on a real street feeling, combining 
different textures and architectural styles. 

03. VIEWING NODES + ENTRY POINTS

Key access paths are located to the northern and southern side of the 
facility. Additional secondary paths are located to the eastern and western 
side. This allows users a direct connection to the broader surrounds. Low 
height obstacles are located throughout the facility, ensuring clear internal 
and external view lines are maintained. Spectator viewing nodes are 
situated at key locations throughout the facility for users to get the best 
view of the action. 

04. MATERIALITY + THEMING

A banding arrangement of materials throughout the facility further 
highlight the facilities linear form. The selected materials highlight 
the plaza urban park’s identity. The broader theming of the Urban 
Park is integrated on the eastern side of the facility, highlighting it’s 
connection to the broader parkland.

+150mm

+450mm +900mm+900mm
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DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT08



CAR PARK MULTI PURPOSE COURT OPEN LAWN AREA

MULTI PURPOSE 

COURT

DRAFT CONCEPT SKETCH 01LALOR URBAN PARK A19.10.2020 

Scale 1:400 @ A3

0 2 4 10 20
EXTENT OF 
SKATE WORKS

SKATEPARK DESIGNER: PROJECT: TITLE: DATE: REVISION:SCALE:

CONCEPT PLAN 
CONTEXT09
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  LEGEND  

SKATE WORKS

. 900H Return Quarter Pipe w      

           Platform & Balustrade

. Corten Feature Rail

. Funbox w Rail & Slappy Kerb

. Manual Pad 

. Pole Jam 

. Z Ledge

1

2

3

4

5

6

. Corten Kerb

. 300H Ledge / Raised Garden Bed

. 375H Ledge

. 350H Granite Ledge

. 250-450 Manual Pad w Gap

. Down Rail

. Long Mellow Terrazzo Ledge

7

8

9

10

11

12

OPEN LAWN AREA

CAR PARK

FINAL CONCEPT 
SKATE PLAN

LALOR URBAN PARK A19.10.2020 

Scale N.T.S
0m 2m

20m1m 10m

13

PROJECT: TITLE: DATE: REVISION:SCALE:SKATEPARK DESIGNER:

. Downrail

. 900H China Bank w kerb 

           & Bluestone Gap

. Corten Feature Ledges

. Flatbar

. 900H Return Quarter Pipe w 
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           Limit of Skate Park Works
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SKATE
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04

  LEGEND  

LANDSCAPE WORKS

. Concrete Block Seating

. Set down / Stair

. Drinking Fountain

. Garden Bed

. Tree Grates & Guard

. Access Ramps

1

2

13

14

5

6

. Render Views

           Limit of Landscape

           Works

+15
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50
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MULTI PURPOSE COURT
OPEN LAWN AREA

CAR PARK

LALOR URBAN PARK A19.10.2020 

Scale N.T.S
0m 2m

20m1m 10m
PROJECT: TITLE: DATE: REVISION:SCALE:SKATEPARK DESIGNER:

CONCEPT PLAN 
LANDSCAPE
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2

1
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4 444
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FINAL CONCEPT 
LANDSCAPE PLAN
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3D RENDERS10

01. SOUTHERN OVERALL



02. NORTHERN OVERALL 
ENTRY
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03. SOUTHERN ENTRY



04. CENTRAL ADVANCED SKATE ZONE
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05. NORTHERN ENTRY
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1.

2.

3. 1.

DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS11

3.2.
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  SKILL PROGRESSION  
The skatepark design has developed with a focus on beginner to 
intermediate skill levels with some advanced obstacles allowing for skill 
progression and maintaining interest amongst end users.  The facility is a 
plaza style skatepark which results in users moving throughout the space 
at lower speeds.

Although it is one concrete linear expanse there are several ‘runs’ within 
the space which allow multiple users to safely use different areas of the 
facility:

Beginner Zone: A dedicated ‘back and forth’ street run that allows 
beginners to develop basic skills and progress with tricks on lower level 
features. Key obstacles include kerbs, banks and quarter pipes.

Intermediate Zone: A long street run which consists of a range of 
ledges, rails and a unique z-ledge. 

Advanced Zone : The inclusion of a granite ledge,manual pad gap 
and china bank allows for more advanced users to maintain interest. 
Furthermore, the advanced obstacles have been located adjacent to 
a primary amenity zone. Which allows spectators the opportunity to 
watch advanced users.

*Note: All obstacles will appeal to different style riders and skills levels. 



1.

2.

3.

4.

  AMENITY + PATHWAYS  

The Urban Park is nestled to the southern portion of site and aims to 
integrate skate, play, active and passive recreational opportunities. The 
skatepark has access to the carpark and a central amenities zone.   

Spectator Viewing Nodes
Spectator stations are situated at key locations throughout the facility 
for users to get the best view of the action.  

Visual Connections + CPTED Principles
   Clear views into, across, from and through the facility have been    
   considered in the facility design. This promotes passive and natural 
   surveillance for the space and discourages anti-social behaviour.  

Amenities
   A central amenity zone as part of the broader park works caters for  
   skatepark users through direct access. Furthermore, a drinking 
   fountain is located at a secondary entry point catering to both skatepark 
   and multipurpose court users.

Landscape Buffer
   A vegetated buffer ensures safety between skatepark and broader park   
   users. 

   Drainage
   The facility works with existing site topography and grades east,  
   allowing water to run off and be captured in the proposed garden beds.

1.

2.

3.

5.

5.
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  SKATE FEATURE PRECEDENTS  

1. Return Quarter Pipe w Platform
2. Ledge / Raised Garden Bed
3. China Bank
4. Manual Pad
5. Granite Ledge

1 21

3 54

PALETTE
SKATE12
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MOVING FORWARD13

  MOVING FORWARD  

As a part of the ongoing design process for the development of the Lalor 
Urban Park City Skatepark, the final concept design will be presented to 
McGregor Coxall and Council for review and endorsement. 

Pending the outcome of the review, it is expected that the final concept 
will be followed with the subsequent stages:

• Final concept online community consultation for informative 
purpose.

• Developed Design and Tender documentation of detailed design 
works for construction.

As well as creating a truly relevant design, this review will ensure the
final concept design reflects community needs, user requirements and
the overall project vision. This involvement connects the community with
the project design process and ultimately creates a vested interest in the
final outcome. This engenders community pride and ownership in both
the process and the public facility, creating a strong sense of stewardship
of the community’s public realm.
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